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Introduction

Exposure to whole-body vibration is strongly associated with health and comfort problems. The way in which workplace vibration exposure affects comfort is an important factor in worker activity levels and performance. International standards (ISO 2631-1) predict comfort based on vibration magnitudes, frequencies and durations. The objective of this study was to determine whether the ISO 2631-1 prediction method produces similar results to self-reported field comfort levels during occupational exposure to whole-body vehicular vibration.

Methods

6 degree of freedom seatpan acceleration data were recorded in various industrial machines in forestry2, mining4, and construction1 industries. Following an audio tone at 5-minute intervals, operators reported their comfort level on a ten point scale3 based on the preceding minute of vibration exposure.

The one minute profiles of raw acceleration data were processed using the appropriate filtering and multiplying factors5. Frequency weighted RMS accelerations and point vibration total values were then calculated for each axis and combined as a vector sum. Comfort was predicted from the overall vibration total value for each acceleration profile. Overall vibration total, normalized overall vibration total, and total vibration dose values were compared to self-reported comfort for each of the three industries.

Results

We collected 45 matched sets of comfort and vibration data from 10 mining LHD vehicles, 18 sets of data from 6 forestry skidders and 60 sets of data from 15 construction scrapers. Each industry showed consistent trends for each predicted value; however, there were different relationships between the industries (Figure 1). The data from the construction industry showed weak positive relationships between predicted and self-reported comfort values, whereas the data for the forestry and mining industries showed no relationship or a weak negative relationship between predicted and self-reported comfort.
Figure 1. Total Vibration Dose Value (VDVT) versus Self-Reported Comfort for vehicles in the mining, construction and forestry industries.

Discussion

It is difficult to capture the relationship between comfort and vibration using mathematical equations because comfort is a subjective reflection of many factors. The predicted comfort levels did not accurately represent self-reported comfort. This may be due to limitations of the prediction equations or perhaps that the operators were incorporating additional factors such as temperature, noise and fatigue into their self-reported comfort ratings. In order to improve our understanding of the relationship between multi-axis vibration and comfort, a more controlled study should be done in the laboratory where workplace vibrations are simulated and subjects rate their comfort given a certain acceleration profile.
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